[One case of retroperitoneal parasitic fetus and literature review].
Clinical features of 1 case of retroperitoneal parasitic fetus (PF) were retrospectively analyzed and Chinese literatures were reviewed. PF in China has 4 clinical features: 1) The incidence was extremely low and it was more common in infants and children. 2) The parasitic parts showed centrality. 3) The retroperitoneum and abdominal cavity were the most common parasite locations. 4) There was no gender difference in the incidence. Retroperitoneal PF should be distinguished from various benign and malignant abdominal tumors. Imaging was the optimal option for PF diagnosis and the axis bone system was its typical manifestation. Complete excision was the optimal treatment. Thick and large nutrient vessels may be found at where the placenta was attached, and should be ligated carefully. The outcome of this case was good because PF was completely excised.